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“Birds of a Feather” started out as a design about the idea that we should have Global Warming through love
rather than bad chemistry. I circled our Planet Earth with hearts in tune with Mother Nature and the phases of
the moon. When I was trying to decide what continents to add to the earth, I remembered a drawing I had
come across a long time ago of the Eagle and the Condor. This configuration and orientation of the continents
is from the indigenous people of South America. I had never looked at the continents "upside down" and in
the shapes of birds. The idea is that the North American continent - the Eagle - that has guided the Americas
with the masculine strategizing mind principles, will be united with the feminine compassionate heart
principles of South America - the Condor - bringing together all the people of the Americas in harmony. It
would be nice if we could all flock together in peace.

“Birds of a Feather” by Sheila O’Hara © 2013 – see detail next page
28 inches high x 20 inches wide, cotton and lurex handwoven Jacquard tapestry

This artwork was woven on an AVL Jacq2G Jacquard hand loom with 672 hooks. Warp sett at 30 epi of 10/2
black cotton, triple weft weaves in shades of turquoise, red & purple with 10/2 cotton doubled at 67 ppi.

Speaking of flocking together, many of you are familiar with my dancing sheep. Here is their history. They first
appeared in a tapestry called “Indiana Cones and the Temple of Loom” in 1990. Three sheep were dancing
among yarn cones as their scarves waved in motion. Next they appeared in “The Flockettes” dancing at the
beach at sunset. These weavings were done on a 16 shaft AVL compudobby loom using 4 warps and a single
weft. The shapes were created by changing the shed multiple times across each pick – very slow!

“Indiana Cones and the Temple of Loom” by Sheila O’Hara © 1990 - 14” x 28” silk tapestry.

“The Flockettes” by Sheila O’Hara © 1990 – 14” x 28” silk tapestry. These two designs are woven from the
same warp but the colors are now switched top to bottom. The blue is now the ocean instead of the sky. The
gold is on sheep at the bottom instead of the sheep at the top. The bands of white to grey to black on the ground
become the clouds blended with rust. The warp colors are horizontal. I then wove all 4 seasons with pick up.

Around 1998 AVL started selling their looms with Jacquard heads made by TIS in France. I was able to go to
AVL in Chico, CA, put on a four color warp and weave up my first limited series of Flockettes with 576 warp
threads. This was my crash course in ArahWeave and creating jacquard files! I had prepared the graphic files in
Corel Draw and knew I wanted twill weaves. AVL helped me with the rest. The black weft wasn’t very weft
faced so I had to choose a color from the warp for the faces on the sheep. This was my first introduction to
weaving multiples. It was also the beginning of handweaving without doing shed changing across one pick. It
was like magic. Thank you to AVL as well as Joseph Marie Jacquard for developing the Jacquard loom in 1800!

“Flockettes for All Seasons: Spring, Summer, Fall, Winter” by Sheila O’Hara © 1998 - 11” x 9” each, cotton.

In the summer of 1998 Vibeke Vestby of Digital Weaving Norway debuted her TC-1 hand jacquard loom at
Convergence in Atlanta, Georgia. I had kept in touch with Vibeke since she took a workshop that I taught in
Denmark in 1986 on an AVL 16 shaft compudobby loom. That loom belonged to Inger Jensen who was moving
back to Denmark. Inger was my beginning weaving teacher in 1973 at CCA, Oakland, CA. Inger Jensen and Pat
McGaw had started Pacific Basin School of Textile Arts in Berkeley, CA in the 70’s. I had been anxiously
awaiting Vibeke’s new loom. Vibeke had a black warp on the loom and suggested that I try weaving designs
with weft faced weaves. The idea was that this way the warp could stay black and the weft colors could be
changed out for any design. Her assistant wove this test piece with the Flockettes to show me what they meant.
This seemed like a great idea after doing everything warp faced for years. See below the piece woven at
Convergence 1998 with two weft weaves for colors and a warp faced black weave for black faced sheep.

In 2000, Nina Jacobs of Berkeley, CA, purchased a TC-1 Jacquard hand loom right when I had moved 100
miles away to Lake County, CA. She was willing to rent time on her loom so I would drive the 100 miles and
stay at her or another friend’s home and weave for a few days. Nina taught me about jacquard weave structures
and created the weave files for me. We started with an 8 shaft twill and then created 3 triple weft weaves that
were weft faced and one warp faced weave to make the faces on the sheep black. I finally had my black faced
sheep. She had a black warp on her loom so I used 10/2 weft singly in triple weft weaves. I wove two at once
and then cut them apart to sew and frame. I had to use up to 6 shuttles to get the pick and pick color changes
using two shuttles within each of the 3 weft colors. This was slow but still no shed changing! Because I cut the
two apart and wouldn’t have selvedges, I decided to frame the pieces by sewing the weavings to muslin that was
then stretched around a piece of plexi glass, cut a mat and put them in a frame. I would stop on the way home
to buy thread, muslin, mat board, frames and picture wire so when I got back to my studio I could sew and
frame the tapestries.

Here you can see the “Fall Flockettes” that I wove on Nina Jacob’s TC-1 jacquard hand loom with a 20/2 black
cotton warp sett at 60 epi using 880 hooks at 14.6” wide. There are three wefts being used but at this point there
are two blue shuttles to get the pick and pick color change in the sky. Weft is sett at about 100 picks per inch
but since you divide that by three – the resolution on the front is about 33 picks per inch. The graphic that I use
is only flat colors. I get the color blending by using many shades of weft colors within each of the three weft
groups. There may be up to 35 colors used in the weft.

“Flockettes for All Seasons: Spring, Summer, Fall, Winter” by Sheila O’Hara © 2000 - 7” x 6.5” each, cotton.
These are all woven in triple weft weaves with a single 10/2 cotton using 8 shaft twill weaves on the front and
16 shaft twill weaves on the back so the wefts can pack down more. The black faces are a warp faced weave.
I wove up 52 Flockette tapestries on Nina Jacob’s TC-1 loom before she moved away from Berkeley, CA.

When I received my own AVL Jacq2G loom in 2008 from Mim Wynne in Arkansas, I was able to spend time
creating my own weaves and designs since I was not on someone’s clock. This was very fun. In 2010 I decided
to give my Flockettes a makeover. Rather than have all the weaves 8 shaft twills, I added new textures. I used a
point twill weave to make the sheep look like they have on knit sweaters, the hill has an undulating twill to
make it look like the grass is flowing with the breezes and the tulips and hearts have more texture. I then
proceeded to redo the rest of the seasons but I am again weaving them two at a time. I have finally finished
redoing all four seasons since my last article. See next page for all four Seasons in their new textured weaves.

“Flockettes for All Seasons: Spring, Summer, Fall, Winter” by Sheila O’Hara © 2013 -15” x 10” each, cotton.

I am now using 10/2 black cotton warp at 30 epi. For finishing, I sew a seam along the vertical edges and cut
them apart leaving a little fringe of weft yarns. The three wefts are still 10/2 cotton but I am doubling the 10/2
so I don’t have to use up to six shuttles to do the pick and pick color shading. The colors are blended on the
bobbins. This makes the weaving easier even though it means winding lots of bobbins. I kept the designs pretty
much the same but have changed the colors a bit and added lurex in the water and in the snow. In the Spring
Flockettes, the dark green is at the bottom so now their dancing legs show up better. The Summer Flockettes are
now at the beach surfing on a bright sunny summer day instead of at sunset. The Flockettes are still making me
and other people smile since 1990. Happy dancing and weaving! ~ Sheila O’Hara

